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Abstract: F-18 fluorodeoxyglucose (F-18 FDG) PET/CT plays an increasing role in the diagnos-

tic workup of large vessel vasculitis (LVV); however, information on the relationship between

immunosuppressive drugs and vessel wall uptake is limited. In 94 patients with a confirmed diag-

nosis of LVV, the vessel wall-to-liver ratio (VLR) was assessed in eight vessel segments. Patients

were grouped according to intake of immunomodulatory drugs (Group 1, prednisone; Group 2,

prednisone + methotrexate; and Group 3, prednisone + others) and compared to treatment-naïve

individuals. A total of 54/94 (57.4%) were treated with immunomodulatory drugs (Group 1, 29/49

(53.7%); Group 2, 9/54 (16.7%); Group 3, 11/54 (20.4%); and Group 4, 5/54 (9.3%)), whereas the

remainder received no therapy (40/94 (42.6%)). The mean VLR of the arterial segments correlated

significantly with the hematopoietic organs (r ≥ 0.22, p ≤ 0.05), c-reactive protein (r ≥ 0.25, p ≤ 0.05),

and prednisone dosage (r ≥ −0.4, p ≤ 0.05). Relative to treatment-naïve patients, a significantly lower

VLR was recorded in 5/8 (62.5%) of the investigated vessel segments in Group 1 (p ≤ 0.02), in 6/8

of the vessel segments in Group 2 (75.0%, p ≤ 0.006), and in 7/8 of the segments in Group 3 (87.5%,

p ≤ 0.05). In LVV, the F-18 FDG uptake in vessel wall as a marker of inflammatory activity was

attenuated by immunomodulatory drugs, which provides a foundation for future serial monitoring

of treatment efficacy.
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1. Introduction

In patients with suspected large vessel vasculitis (LVV), rapid and early comprehen-
sive imaging testing is recommended to complement the clinical criteria and to establish
diagnosis [1]. Serving as a whole-body non-invasive read-out potentially assessing the
entire vasculature, F-18 fluorodeoxyglucose (F-18 FDG) PET/CT is strongly endorsed by
the current guidelines for initial diagnostic work-up [2]. The induction treatment, however,
should not be delayed by imaging. Accordingly, at the time of the scan, patients may
already be under immunosuppressive therapy [3], including glucocorticoids (GC), initiated
for remission or methotrexate at high risk for relapse [4].

The majority of these patients, however, are not able to substantially lower GC doses,
and thus the early administration of GC-sparing agents would be desirable [4]. In this
regard, sustained remissions in combination with a prednisone taper were achieved un-
der tumor-necrosis factor-inhibitors [5], mycophenolate mofetil [6], leflunomide [7], or
tocilizumab [8]. Thus far only the effect of GC on the vessel wall uptake in LVV has been
reported, which showed a decrease F-18 FDG uptake [9].

In clinical practice, several immunomodulatory drugs are prescribed, particularly if
the symptoms persist with GC [10]. Thus, given the broad range of immunosuppressive
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drugs used for LVV treatment, we aimed to evaluate the impact of immunosuppressive
therapy on vessel wall uptake as measured by F-18 FDG uptake at the time of PET/CT.
Demonstrating a relationship between immunomodulating drugs and the F-18 FDG uptake
in arterial segments may, therefore, lay the foundation for future PET-guided therapy
in LVV.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Cohort

From January 2014 to December 2018, 94 patients with a clinical diagnosis of LVV, who
had either persistent symptoms (e.g., headache) or demonstrated increased c-reactive pro-
tein (CRP) at routine laboratory work-up, were referred for F-18 FDG PET/CT. Any other
cause for CRP elevation was ruled out prior to the imaging test. The patient characteristics
are displayed in Table 1.

Table 1. Patient characteristics. Percentages are given in brackets.

Variable Total Mean ± SD

Clinical parameters
Female 72/94 (76.6) -
Age 63 ± 13

>50 years 82 (87.2) -
≤50 years 12 (12.8) -

C-reactive protein (mg/L) 87/94 (92.6) 42.8 ± 46.5

Diabetes 1 6/87 (6.9) -

Hypertension 2 44/88 (50.0) -
Medication

No treatment 40/94 (42.6) -
Treatment 54/94 (57.4) -

Group 1: Prednisone 29/54 (53.7) -
Group 2: Methotrexate with prednisone 9/54 (16.7) -

Group 3: Other immunomodulatory drugs 3 with prednisone 11/54 (20.4) -

Group 4: Methotrexate or Cyclophosphamide 4 5/54 (9.3) -
1 Available in 87/94 subjects, respectively; 2 88/94 subjects, respectively; 3 mycophenolate mofetil, azathioprine,
rituximab, and leflunomide; 4 excluded from further analysis due to the low number of subjects.

For patients with ongoing immunomodulatory therapy, data on steroid and other
immunosuppressive therapies were obtained at the time of PET/CT. The patients were then
grouped according to the type of medication as follows: Group 1 taking prednisone daily;
Group 2 with daily prednisone and methotrexate intake (once per week); and Group 3
receiving daily prednisone plus other immunomodulatory drugs, including daily intake of
mycophenolate mofetil, azathioprine, leflunomide, and rituximab every second week).

In Group 4, none of the patients received GC, instead they received methotrexate or
cyclophosphamide alone, and this group was excluded from further analyses due to the
low number of subjects assigned to this group (Figure 1). The CRP levels and the daily
GC doses at the time of PET/CT were recorded. The treatment duration could not be
established in all subjects given the retrospective nature of the present study.
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vasculature: ascending aorta, aortic arch, descending and abdominal aorta, and vertebral,
carotid, subclavian, and femoral arteries (in total, 752 VOIs).

All ROIs were set over the arterial segments carefully excluding adjacent tissue not
related to the vessel walls. In addition, circular VOIs with a diameter of 2 cm were placed
over bone marrow of lumbar vertebrae 5, the spleen, and the liver [12]. For all VOIs,
mean standardized uptake values (SUVmean) were obtained. The vessel wall-to-liver ratio
(VLR) of the SUV was calculated by dividing the vessel SUVmean by the liver, serving as a
reference standard for the VLR calculation. Each VOI was placed in a consensus read, and
the observers were blinded at the time of analysis.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

The data were analyzed using Prism, version 8.4.2 (GraphPad, San Diego, CA, USA).
Continuous variables are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. The VLRs of the
vessel segments between the different treatment groups were compared using the Mann–
Whitney U-test. Bonferroni adjustment was performed. Spearman’s correlation was used
to determine the association between parameters. For comparison of three or more groups,
one-way or two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post hoc was used. A p-value of less than
0.05 was assumed to be statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Impact of Immunomodulatory Drugs on Vessel Wall Uptake

At the time of PET/CT, 40/94 (42.6%) patients did not receive any treatment, while
the remaining 54/94 (57.4%) patients were taking immunomodulatory drugs according to
current guidelines (including prednisone, methotrexate, or other conventional immuno-
suppressive agents) [4]. The patients were then grouped according to type of medication as
follows: Group 1 taking prednisone daily (29/54 (53.7%)); Group 2 with daily prednisone
and methotrexate intake (once per week, 9/54 (16.7%)); and Group 3 receiving daily pred-
nisone plus other immunomodulatory drugs (11/54 (20.4%)), including the daily intake of
mycophenolate mofetil, azathioprine, leflunomide, and rituximab every second week).

In Group 4 (5/54 (9.3%)), none of the patients received GC, instead they received
methotrexate or cyclophosphamide alone, and this group was excluded from further
analyses due to the low number of subjects assigned to this group (Figure 1). The daily
GC doses among all subcohorts were as follows: In Group 1, 20 ± 7.1 mg; in Group 2,
8.9 ± 3.9 mg; and in Group 3, 10.4 ± 7.1 mg. The treatment duration could not be
established in all subjects given the retrospective nature of the present study. The CRP
(mg/L) as a functional systemic biomarker was also recorded in 87/94 (92.6%) at the time
of PET/CT.

Table 2 provides an overview of the quantitative parameters derived from all vessel
segments and hematopoietic organs of the entire cohort.

Vessel Wall Uptake Decreases with the Additional Intake of Immunomodulatory Drugs

Investigating treatment-naïve subjects, the mean VLR was almost consistently above 1
for all analyzed vessel walls (8/8 (100%), VLR among all segments, 1.81 ± 0.74). The VLR,
however, substantially varied among patients, with the highest VLR in the descending
(range, 0.87–4.04, Figure 2) and abdominal aorta (range, 0.77–4.19). In addition, patients
with no immunomodulatory treatment at the time of PET/CT also demonstrated increased
VLR in all arterial segments relative to patients under medication (Table 3). When compared
to treatment-naïve patients, patients allocated to Group 1 demonstrated significantly lower
differences in VLR in 5/8 (62.5%) arterial segments (p ≤ 0.02). For Group 2, 6/8 (75%)
arterial segments also had significant lower VLR compared to untreated subjects (p ≤ 0.006),
while for Group 3, 7/8 (87.5%) arterial segments were significantly lower relative to the
treatment-naïve group (p ≤ 0.05; Table 3).
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Table 5. Correlations between the vessel wall-to-liver ratio of each arterial segment with C-reactive

protein (n = 87/94).

Arterial Segment r p-Value

Vertebral artery 0.32 0.003
Subclavian artery 0.33 0.002

Carotid artery 0.38 0.0003
Ascending aorta 0.25 0.018

Aortic arch 0.38 0.0004
Descending aorta 0.29 0.007
Abdominal aorta 0.43 <0.001

Femoral artery 0.35 0.0008

The reached significance is indicated in bold.

Table 6. Correlations between the vessel wall-to-liver ratio of each arterial segment with prednisone

dosage (n = 94).

Arterial Segment r p-Value

Vertebral artery −0.15 0.15
Subclavian artery −0.38 0.0002

Carotid artery −0.24 0.02
Ascending aorta −0.26 0.01

Aortic arch −0.4 <0.0001
Descending aorta −0.4 <0.0001
Abdominal aorta −0.36 0.0004

Femoral artery −0.15 0.16

The reached significance is indicated in bold.

4. Discussion

Using inflammation-targeted molecular imaging in a cohort of LVV patients, the F-18
FDG uptake in vessel walls substantially varied among patients. Compared to treatment-
naïve subjects, the additional intake of immunomodulatory drugs also led to a substantial
reduction of uptake among all investigated vessel walls. As such, the herein presented
results suggest an incremental value of a whole-body molecular imaging-derived biomarker
read-out of the entire inflammatory activity in patients diagnosed with LVV, even under
treatment at the time of the scan.

Treatment initiation with GC is strongly endorsed already in patients presenting
with signs and symptoms suggestive of LVV, leaving clinicians with the dilemma of
scheduling patients for imaging while already placed under immunosuppression [4]. In
the present analysis, a substantial cohort of 54 guideline-compatible treated LVV patients
was investigated [4] and grouped according to the intake of immunomodulation. Serving
as reference, we enrolled a LVV cohort with no treatment at the time of scan, and, similar to
previous reports comparing subjects with LVV to randomly chosen cancer patients [13,14],
a substantial reduction of vessel wall uptake under GC was noted (Table 3).

In active LVV, high doses of GC should be initiated as soon as possible to establish a
robust remission [4], whereas refractory or relapsing disease requires further modifications,
such as GC-dose escalation or a switch to another immunomodulatory pharmacological
intervention [4]. These adjunctive and potentially GC-sparing agents include, but are
not limited to, conventional synthetic disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs, such as
methotrexate (investigated in Group 2), mycophenolate mofetil, leflunomide, or azathio-
prine (analyzed in Group 3) [4].

As such, we not only demonstrated a lower F-18 FDG uptake in the vasculature
of patients exclusively treated with GC (Group 1) but also provide evidence that the
vessel wall uptake was significantly modified by the additional prescription of GC-sparing
agents, such as methotrexate or azathioprine (Figure 3). Of note, such escalating treatment
regimens beyond GC intake most likely reflect the clinical reality in patients with LVV [4],
and thus an increased awareness of such a potential interpretive bias may be crucial for
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a more accurate scan assessment. Second, the herein presented findings also strongly
suggest that a biomarker of local tissue inflammation opens avenues for imaging-guided
therapeutic strategies that may help in selecting the individuals most likely to respond
to therapy.

Glucose consumption revealed by F-18 FDG PET/CT in vessel wall foci cannot reliably
distinguish between inflammation or on-going healing under medication [15]. However,
in the present analysis, a significant correlation with sources of inflammatory cells (spleen
and bone marrow, Table 4) and CRP (Table 5) was found, further supporting the notion
that the measured uptake in vessel walls actually reflects the LVV-triggered immune
reaction [16]. Future studies, however, may also investigate the arterial wall of LVV patients
with the novel CXCR4-ligand Ga-68 Pentixafor, which is expressed on a broad range of
leukocytes [17,18], thereby, providing a more specific surrogate marker in inflammatory
vascular disease [19].

Setting >750 ROIs in eight major arterial segments, we almost exploited the full po-
tential of PET imaging to assess the entire inflammatory disease extent. Previous reports
investigating the vessel wall uptake in LVV relied on a visual analysis considering a scan
positive if a tree-root like uptake pattern was noted on a maximum-intensity projection [9].
The herein conducted in-depth quantification of the vessel wall uptake, however, revealed
that the descending aorta and aortic arch had the most profound reduction of F-18 FDG up-
take among all three treatment groups (Figure 2, Table 3). Second, a substantial correlation
with splenic uptake (Figure 4A) and the most profound inverse correlation with GC dosage
(Table 6) was noted. Thus, although a quantitative whole-body assessment is desirable, the
descending aorta or the aortic arch may serve as attractive surrogate markers of disease
extent, which could be implemented in clinical routine or future clinical trials.

This study has several limitations: First, the present study is retrospective and mono-
centric. Second, the derived findings should be re-evaluated in an even higher number
of subjects. Last, the GC dosage did not correlate with small vessels, such as vertebral
or femoral arteries or the carotid artery, indicating that the uptake in such small areas of
interest is potentially biased by a partial volume effect. The duration of treatment, however,
may also have an impact on the herein derived findings and should also be assessed in
future prospective studies.

In addition, CRP was not available in seven subjects, and the correlations of the VLR
with hematopoietic organs, CRP, and prednisone dosage were rather weak (r < 0.5) and,
thus, of questionable biological significance. Further correlations of the vessel wall uptake
with clinical parameters, such as the body mass index, erythrocyte sedimentation rates, or
hyperlipidemia, should also be addressed in future studies. Moreover, a CT read-out may
further help to distinguish between LVV-caused vessel wall uptake and atherosclerosis [20].

The present study aimed to investigate the impact of immunomodulatory interven-
tions in LVV, but future evaluations may also categorize respective cohorts into patients
afflicted with Takayasu’s Arteritis vs. Giant Cell Arteritis. In addition, in-depth heterogene-
ity assessments could be also conducted, e.g., by the reanalysis of mathematically extracted
radiomic feature metrics or dual tracer read-outs allowing head-to-head comparisons of
each vessel wall [19,21].

5. Conclusions

In the present study, we enrolled a cohort of LVV patients who were imaged with
F-18 FDG, and a lower uptake in the vessel walls was linked to a higher intake of the
immunomodulatory drugs typically prescribed in the clinic. As such, the present work sug-
gests a potential bias regarding scan interpretation in subjects under guideline-compatible
immunomodulation at the time of the scan. Second, the derived findings also lay the
foundation for future studies investigating precision medicine algorithms in LVV based on
targeted molecular imaging or to identify high-risk subjects prone to later adverse events.
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